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with Auden in publishing Letters from Iceland but
after iuden s departnie for America m 1939 the
partnership if so it may be called dissipated
itself HacNeice continued his -work as a lecturer
m classics and also wrote several radio scripts for
the BJB C including the verse drama The Dark
Tower
His longest non dramatic poem is Autvtnn
Journal which covers events from August to
December 1938 Apart from its obvious historl
cal interest—he clearlj records his impressions of
and fears abont the political events of that period
—it is an unusually convincing poem It has
an authenticity as of Pepys s diary but it is per
vaded by a philosophical tone which brings
details into focus The verse flows smoothly
most of the tune but the metre is not intrusive
in fact as an example of the art to hide art it
is of its kind hardly bettered
Observation of significant detail personal re
flection on the political situation as it affects
society as a whole reminiscence and a private
transitory reaction are skilfully interwoven For
instance he has spent most of the night anxiously
assessing the possibilities of war breaking out and
at six o clock hears various sounds of people
going to work—
And I notice feathers sprouting from the rotten
Silk ot my black
Double eiderdown which was a wedding
Present eight years back
4nd the linen which I he on came from Ireland
In the easy days
and I wonder what the morning
Papers will say
And decide to go quickly to sleep tor the morning
already
Is with us the day is to-day
Humour often directed at himself gives bis
poetry a sharpness which it might otherwise lack
since he seldom seems driven by an overpowering
inspiration His use of colloquialisms and cliche
is less frequent than Auden s and possibly because
of this more effective The opening to his tribute
to his friend m The Casualty is a good example of
this and the rest of the poem illustrates Mac
Neices gift for characterisation for expressing
admiration and regret without sentimentality
In spite of disappointments and disillusionments
MacNeice remained liberal m outlook, and sym
pathetic to many views (see for example, Sottte
neck and Hie Conscript) He may not be a major
poet but he has integrity and a respect of poetry
reflected in his skilful handling of metre which
makes him an honest poet rather than a brilliant
dilletante
4. Dylan Thomas (1814-53)
Collected Poems 1952 (Dent)
In many -ways his poetry could hardly be more
different from that of the previous group Dylan
Thomas as a poet at least was hardly touched by
social concerns, and was uncommitted politically
His poems do not exhibit the intellectual force
which Auden s and Eliot s do If these last
mentioned poets derived their Inspiration from
metaphysical poets like Donne, then Dylan
Thomas may be said to derive Ms from poets such
as Southwell or the visionary Blake.
The theme of much of his poetry Is the oneness
of all creation, the unity of experience the human
is intermingled with the divine, flesh, and spirit
are indivisible and the world we inhabit is not
essentially different from us.
The force that through the green fuse drives
the flower
Drives my green age  that blasts tbe roots of
trees
ib my destroyer
Death Is incipient in birth and so in love—
" The word flowed up translating to the heart
First characters of birth and death.
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Iwf no (lomnion and in A Refusal to Mourn  at
other times Thomas seeks to defy death by protest
Go not prentle into that good night
Old age should burn and rave at close of day
The condensed language particularly the use of
•verbal nouns and adjectives reflects  sometimes
not very clearly this sense of the unity of creation.
His use of language though much imitated
remains recognisably his own He uses cosmic
symbols sun heaven stars sea fire and wind
images such as womb bird blood and tomb
colours green gold red blue and black Much
of his verse—that is when it Is not overloaded
with images—evokes kaleidoscopic pictures and
the rhythmic metrical pattern is generally strong
which is possibly why he was in his own lifetime
a popular poet He draws too a great deal on
biblical symbols and this coupled with the use of
formal sound patterns assonance rhyme and
alliteration gives his verse an incantatory sound
which is quite Impressive Finally he has re
suscitated the transferred epithet technique
At his best he has produced moving bu* un
sentimental celebrations of childhood Fern Httt
Poem in October Over Sir Johsj Hitt some
religious poems for example the unusual pattern
poem Vuwn and, Prayer and some occasional
poems
Very good recordings of Thomas s readings ot
his poems ho.ve been made by the Caedmon group
5 The English " Movement" Poets.
Bobert Conquests anthology Neti Lmts 1950
(Hacmillan) marks the next stage—sometimes
called the Movement —in English poetry In
his introduction Conauest remarks that groups of
poets typical of their decade were presented to
public fire by anthologies which took up definite
positions His anthology was prepared in the
belief that a genuine and healthy poetry of tie
new period has established itself The main
objections he makes to criticism published from
the beginning of the &econd World War is that It
encouraged poets to produce diffuse and senti
mental verbiage or hollow technical pirouettes
The poets he chose apart from being contemporary
have in common only the acceptance that poetry
is written by and for the whole man, intellect
emotions senses and all and on the technical
side a refusal to abandon rational structure and
comprehensible language However in their
reaction against the undisciplined expression of
emotion the Movement poets tend to go to the
opposite extreme. Their writing is highly intel
hgent and often witty but generally seems more
cerebral than truly imaginative lacking the
inspiration of passionate feeling The wry self
mockery and hopelessness of much of Larkins
verse is typical of the work of the Movement as a
whole but some younger noets. notably Gnnn and
Hughes who were early associated with the group
have gone on in another more vigorous direction
Philip Larkm (b 1922)
The North STwp   1945     The Less Deceased
1955    The WJritwn Weddings 1964 (all l"aber)
Like Dylan Thomas, Larkin recalls his child
hood but he refuses to romanticise it. In I
Remember I Remember he speaks of Coventry
where he -was born as a place where his childhood
was unspent * and he lists the crises commonly
associated with precocious youth which did not
occur So far the poem is mildly ironic but Its
end ib disturbing
You look as if you wished the place in Hell
My friend said   judging from your face     Oh
•well,
I suppose it s not tbe place's fault * I said
Kothlng like something happens anywhere  "
The sense of emptiness of opportunities untaken,
of flatness Is a theme of much of LarMn s verse
' a Work, Departure* Triple Time, but the self
mockery and irony give the work a pointedness

